A Multiple System Approach to Autism
Rethinking how we treat autism.

Autism is defined and diagnosed solely on the basis of symptoms. If a child’s symptoms meet enough of these criteria (as defined by DSM-IV/DSM-5), a diagnosis of autism is given. What has to be understood though is that these “autistic” behaviours are most often merely surface manifestations of underlying biomedical problems.

Studies and clinical experience have shown that many children on the autistic spectrum have a range of health problems, often concerning the gut and immune system, but involving other areas and body systems as well. Many children endure ongoing problems that include constipation or impaction, irritable or painful bowel and other problems related to poor gut function; impaired blood flow to the brain (confirmed in autism through SPECT scans); abnormal glucose metabolism; low cellular energy production, with mitochondrial abnormalities having been confirmed in a large proportion of children and adults with autism; high levels of bacterial toxins circulating the blood (which correlate to severity of autism); impairments/delays in sensory processing; and inability to properly digest food, which results in reduction of available nutrients. Each of these conditions can affect cognitive and emotional function—imagine the children who suffer multiple health problems.

There is no ASD without a co-morbid condition!
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Summary of abnormal biomedical findings in autism:
generalised immune dysfunction and inflammation including microgliosis and astrogliosis (inflammation of brain microglia and astrocytes) and raised inflammation in the CSF, vascular endothelial inflammation, abnormal vasoconstriction and permeability, reduced blood flow to brain, oxidative stress, systemic glutathione depletion, mitochondrial dysfunction, autoimmune reactivity, mast cell activation, cardiovascular abnormalities (raised median diastolic blood pressure, abnormal QRS complex), increased intestinal permeability, microbial translocation (presence of bacterial toxins in the blood), hyperplasia of intestinal epithelial cells, pancreatic enzyme deficiency, disaccharide intolerance and malabsorption, autonomic/vagal stem dysfunction, abnormal cytokine profiles, antibodies to folate receptors, increased presence of polyomaviruses in the brain, increased bacterial and viral infections, abnormal gene methylation, cerebral folate deficiency.

What is becoming apparent is that although children with autism share symptoms that define the diagnosis they may have arrived there by a great many different paths. Therefore this would suggest that autism needs to have a multidisciplinary approach to treatment. The best approach at the moment is to get a clearer idea of different 'subgroups' of autism, and to get clear biomarkers for those subgroups.

We need to identify subsets of children for which we can offer effective treatments.

With the current research studies available we have clues as to what testing we should be doing on autistic children to identify these “subgroups” of children with medical issues that can be treated successfully. Addressing identified health needs often has positive effects on what are perceived to be “autistic” behaviours and symptoms.

Autism is a complex medical disorder, likely of many etiologies. It’s a simple concept to grasp, but one that medical professionals, researchers, and government officials have been incomprehensibly and inexcusably slow to embrace.
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